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Abstract : Software Defined Networking, or SDN, is a new technology that has the potential to 

take the place of the usual vendor-based proprietary CLI networking devices.Applications-based 

network control has been introduced by SDN, which has presented numerous opportunities as 

well as challenges for research and innovation in these networks.Security is a concern for 

developers who want to invest in SDN, despite its numerous advantages and opportunities.I 

examine the SDN security issues and their solutions in this paper.I have developed a threat 

model for four different use cases that can be used to account for SDN's security needs.These are 

the use cases:I) safeguard controllers against applications; II) safeguard controllers between 

controllers; III) safeguard controllers against data plane or switches; and IV) safeguard 

controllers against malicious switches.If one of these SDN components is secure, another is 

already secure, as i discovered.In addition, i provided insights for protection mechanism and 

security enhancements by comparing SDN and traditional network security in relation to these 

four use cases.Based on the Ryu controller, a framework for creating an SDN security 

application has been presented.I believe that a ready reference for dealing with vulnerabilities 

and threats in this area will be provided by our threat model, which will assist numerous 

researchers and developers in comprehending the current security requirements.With our 

proposed security architecture, i conclude by identifying some unsolved research issues and 

potential future research directions. 

Keywords : Software defined networking (SDN), openflow,  control plane, data 

plane,controller; programmability 

I INTRODUCTION 

Traditional network (TN) devices, such as 

routers, switches, firewalls, load balancers, 

and so on, are extremely powerful and offer 

a variety of networking control 

functions.However, security is always a 

major concern because the network is 

distributed and contains a variety of devices 

that perform a variety of networking 

functions [1].Every year, a lot of new 

models are made with more processing 

power and new software versions from 

vendors, so customers have to buy new 

hardware to use the new software.These 

restrictive gadgets are expensive and have 

their own specific manner of arrangement 

through CLI, having a few explicit orders 

also, various sellers have various orders to 

speak with these gadgets.There may be 

configuration errors and security breaches as 
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a result [2].The results of these commands 

are as intended by the human operator, and 

further programmability cannot be achieved 

with this output.As a result, researchers and 

network engineers who want to scale and 

automate their network operations in 

response to demand cannot do so 

[3].Compared to system administration, 

where software is independent of the 

hardware, these hardware-dependent 

systems that are tightly coupled with 

software have failed to advance networking. 

An operating system is a piece of software 

that is independent of hardware in system 

administration.I am free to install any 

software and operating system on any 

hardware in accordance with the 

requirements.System administration is 

changing quickly as a result.Utilizing a 

hypervisor, which oversees multiple virtual 

machines running on distinct host operating 

systems, i am now able to install numerous 

servers on a single piece of 

hardware.Docker is another solution that 

provides high-level resource utilization [4], 

as shown in Fig.1 and 2, specifically.In the 

concept of virtual machines as depicted in 

Fig.1, a VM image that is used by a specific 

service receives dedicated processing 

resources and an operating system; however, 

Docker provides containers for hosting 

specific services or applications, which use 

very few resources compared to virtual 

machines, as depicted in Fig.2.On a single 

operating system, a single Docker engine 

can house thousands of containers running 

various applications on specific servers.In 

contrast, in network administration, I will 

continue to work with hardware-dependent 

networking devices that require a significant 

amount of processing power and time for 

manual configuration.The current 

networking architecture must be redesigned 

to meet the aforementioned requirements 

with automation, programmability, and 

flexibility. 

 

Fig 1 : Virtual Machines hosted on 

Hypervisor 

 

Fig 2 : Containerized Applications on Single 

OS through Docker. 

Software Defined Networking [5] is a new 

concept which provides an API for 

configuration and decouples software logic  

from the devices. These devices work as 

simple data  forwarding devices. The 

software or logical intelligence has  been 

placed in a centralized controller. . The 

communication of  forwarding devices and 

controller is established through a  

southbound API e.g. openflow [3]. All the 
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networking  functions like Routing, Security 

and Network monitoring etc.  are done 

through the applications in application 

plane. The  communication of application 

plane and controller is coordinated by 

northbound API e.g. RESTful API [6]. This  

provides the programmability approach and 

various applications can be designed a per 

the network demands. Network engineers 

can also use third party applications  

irrespective of hardware based solution for 

managing their  network infrastructure. The 

idea of SDN is to use vendor specific 

hardware and I am free to choose software 

as per network demands irrespective of 

hardware. This arrangement of network 

functionality provides various opportunities 

for research and innovation in these 

networks. SDN is evolving and it has 

various advantages or traditional networks 

like dynamic control, programmability and a 

complete view of the network. As it is a new 

technology security solutions in SDN need 

to redefine and it provides various 

challenges and opportunities. 

II THREAT MODEL 

A threat model based on the SDN 

architecture depicts the various ways in 

which SDN components can be attacked.If 

one component is compromised, SDN 

components are interconnected.It poses a 

threat not only to one component but also to 

the entire network.Identifying the various 

attacks that an attacker could use against a 

specific SDN component is our objective 

here.SDN applications are in the Application 

Plane, controllers are in the Control Plane, 

and networking devices like switches are in 

the Data Plane.In Fig.3 The SDN block 

diagram with its components has been 

shown.I have derived four threat analysis 

use cases from this architecture. 

 SDN security issues and solutions 

can be displayed in a variety of ways 

[10][11].The majority of authors talk about 

the same thing with a layer-based approach, 

but i think that SDN architecture is different 

from a traditional network in some ways, so 

i created a new taxonomy to cover all SDN 

security issues. A network scenario with n 

no.of regulators 

C = {c1,c2, … … .cn}.From the set of 
applications Aci = a1.a2,......an, each 

controller ci C can run at least one 

application.Due to their limited resources, 

each controller is susceptible to denial-of-

service attacks.Four use cases have been 

derived from SDN architecture.The security 

objectives and importance of each use case 

vary.Fig.4 depicts the Threat model for the 

SDN's security requirements.Figure depicts 

the SDN architecture and associated use 

cases.3 and 4 in particular. A passive attack 

known as a "semi-beneficial" attack may 

collect information about the network or 

processes, but it will not alter the protocol's 

execution. An active threat that deviates 

from protocol rules in order to disrupt the 

system and attack other components of the 

system is referred to as malevolent behavior 

[12][13].The four use cases are outlined 

below. 

2.1 Use Case 1: Securing Controller from 

Applications in Application Plane 

In this use case, every application in the 

application plane can be good, half-good, or 

bad.These applications might come from 
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third-party apps, for example [14].The 

controller provides an abstraction to the 

application plane so that the application can 

generally read and edit network state, which 

is a form of network control.An attacker can 

impede network operations by 

impersonating an application and gaining 

access to controller, or network control 

[15].Spoofing attacks may result from an 

absence of trust and inadequate 

authentication between controllers and 

applications [16][17].The reduction of 

applications' attacks on controllers is our 

objective here. 

2.2 Use Case 2: Inter Controller Security 

In SDN, control is logically centralized. It 

provides more than one controller for 

providing scalability and avoiding single 

point of failure [18]. As a result these 

controllers share the resources and 

communicate with each other. It is necessary 

to review the security of inter controller 

communication [19]. In this use case i 

assumed one or more controller is semi 

benign or malevolent. A semi benign 

controller could be able to access the control 

data of other controllers, learn resource 

utilization information and target the 

integrity of the network. Moreover a 

malevolent controller can attack to semi 

benign controller and perform a DoS attack 

on another controller. Our goal is to protect 

controller from each other [20]. 

2.3 Use Case 3: Securing Switches from 

Controller 

In this use case it is assumed at least one 

controller is semi benign or malevolent. I 

assumed that applications which are  used 

through this controller can be semi benign or 

malevolent.A semi benign controller can 

target switches in the data plane. It can 

attack switch flow table with buffer 

overflow by sending bogus entry [21]. Our 

goal here is to eliminate the possibility of 

controller’s ability to target the switch with  

bogus entry [22].  

 

Fig 3 : SDN Architecture 

 

Fig. 4. Threat Model 

III SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS IN  

SDN 

Four of the most significant attack use cases 

in SDN and traditional networks have been 

compared.In contrast to controller attacks in 

SDN, I have seen how control functions in 

TNs can be attacked in a variety of use cases 

[40]. The lessons learned from comparing 

these use cases in terms of threats and 

defenses will now be discussed.Based on 
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our threat model, i will investigate how SDN 

security can be improved [41].Before 

developing a security application based on 

attacks from the aforementioned use cases, i 

will first elaborate on each use case. 

3.1 Usecase 1 :  

Securing Controller from 

Applications Since network control 

functions are part of network devices in 

traditional networks, this situation does not 

apply to TNs, as i discussed in the previous 

section.Decoupled from network devices, 

network control functions in SDN take the 

form of applications.These applications 

work with the controller and data plane 

devices [42].In point of fact, these 

applications communicate with the 

controller in order to fulfill the requirement 

of the network. An unauthorized application, 

on the other hand, has the potential to 

significantly harm the controller and even 

reconfigure the network [43].Before 

exchanging control messages, the access 

controller and the application need to 

maintain a trusted connection in order to 

defend against an unauthorized 

application.Before establishing a 

connection, applications must be validated 

for both authentication and 

authorization.[44] discusses this concern 

regarding the controller's authentication and 

security by untrusted applications.A 

controller hierarchy was introduced by the 

authors.Because the application's code runs 

in the middle of the hierarchy, where there is 

a lot of protection, this hierarchical system 

can reduce the impact of harmful 

applications.FortNox [45] is another piece of 

work in this direction.The open-source 

controller NOX is the foundation for 

FortNox [29].It is a security enforcement 

kernel that monitors the flow rules in real 

time for security policy violations.A role-

based authentication approach grants 

authorization to each openflow 

application.The roles of flow rule producers 

are as follows:OF Security, OF Application, 

and OF Operator.A higher priority rule is 

accepted if FortNox finds a flow rule 

conflict.Application identification and 

priority enforcement are FortNox's 

limitations. 

The improvement to the controller's 

resistance to malicious applications is 

ROSEMARY [46].It is a robust and secure 

network operating system with high 

performance.Each application instance that 

is running is sandboxed to protect the 

control layer from any 

vulnerabilities.Additionally, it regulates and 

monitors the resources utilized by each 

application.The authors of LegoSDN [47] 

investigate the impact of application failure 

on controller reliability.The authors 

suggested putting an isolation layer between 

the controller and the applications to prevent 

the controller from failing because of an 

application failure. 

3.2 Usecase2 :  

Multiple controllers have been suggested for 

inter-controller protection in SDN in order 

to prevent a single point failure.There are 

two types of placement schemes for 

controllers:Both flat controller deployment 

and hierarchical controller deployment are 

options.In the flat controller idea, each 

controller gets its own subnet.Different 

operations may not be able to communicate 
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equally with various domains in this 

solution.However, in hierarchical mode, the 

global controller is in charge of the local 

controller and the local controller is in 

charge of the respective network.The global 

controller is the medium through which the 

various controllers communicate.The 

controller placement issue has been 

addressed through a number of different 

efforts.An algorithm for determining the 

optimal controller load and minimum 

number of controllers was proposed in 

[48].However, for the request with variable 

time, this arrangement was ineffective.The 

author of [49] proposed an algorithm that 

divides the network into multiple 

subnets.Each little organization contains a 

regulator in view of the size of relegated 

network.It divides the network according to 

switch density using a clustering 

algorithm.It may use a backup link in the 

event that the primary link fails.However, it 

might cause an unnecessary delay.A multi-

controller solution with a Byzantine fault-

tolerant mechanism is presented by the 

authors in [50].When one controller fails, 

the network is managed by the other 

controller, which also removes the previous 

controller's idle link.However, due to 

performance issues in larger networks, this 

solution works well for smaller networks. 

3.3 Usecase 3 :  

Protecting Switches from Controllers In 

SDN, the controlling element controller has 

more functionality, making it possible for a 

malicious controller to cause significant 

damage to data plane switches.By 

generating broadcast that isn't needed, a 

compromised controller can attack the 

switch flow table and overflow the 

table.Thus, the primary defense for data 

plane switches is to prevent malicious 

activity from occurring on the controller.A 

method for spotting a malicious SDN device 

in the network was suggested by the authors 

in [26].They set up a backup controller and 

gathered state updates and information from 

the primary controller and switches.By 

recognizing the primary controller, backup 

controller, and SDN switches' unexpected 

and inconsistent behavior, they identify 

malicious devices. 

By the comparisons and discussion 

in the last two sections  it can be stated that 

there is a need to develop a security  

mechanism to counter the security issues of 

SDN. As discussed that the controlling 

functions in the SDN are performed by the  

applications in application plane. For 

implementing the security functions there is 

a need to design the security application in 

SDN. But this is advancement in SDN that 

network controlling functions like security, 

routing, and monitoring etc., are in the form 

of applications. For Design and 

implementation, I used mininet as network 

emulator and Ryu as a controller. First i will 

focus basic steps and algorithm for 

designing an application as per controller 

and data plane communication.Python 

language is used to develop the network 

applications based on Ryu controller. Ryu is 

a components based controller which has 

various modules for application design and 

control. In ryu controller setup at 

home/ubuntu/ryu it has various folders; app, 

base and ofproto. App folder can contain 

various applications like firewall, router and 

load balancer. Base folder contains 
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App_manager which helps to run the 

different applications and prepares 

framework and  datapath for running the 

application. Ofproto deals with  openflow 

version related queries and matching 

capabilities. For  designing a SDN 

application need to collect and understand  

the initial requirements and booting process 

of SDN network  framework. 

a)In first step switch boots up and contact 

the controller  for openflow version related 

queries and check its  capabilities. 

b)The controller installs Packet In function 

and table miss function and prepares itself 

for queries from switch. 

c)When receiving Packet In, Controller 

learns the source MAC and mention the 

MAC and port information in flow table. It 

checks for destination MAC address if it is 

available in flow tables, it uses Packet Out 

function on the port and installs the flow and 

stores the same for future uses. 

d)If destination MAC address is not 

available in flow table i.e. a table miss then 

controller uses packet out function to 

broadcast the packet to all ports. 

By using the ryu controller 

framework i can design and deploy 

customized security applications. With 

programmability approach in SDN , i can 

have our own security application in ryu app 

folder and program it as per network 

demands and configure it through standard 

API. Traditional security solutions, the 

vendor specific e.g. fortigate and Cisco, they 

have their own proprietary code and 

configuration methods which are fixed and 

cannot be customized as per demands. When 

Host A wants to communicate to Host B it 

sends a packet to switch. Switch check for a 

matching entry in its flow table but when a 

matching entry is not found in flow table 

then packet is forwarded to controller. 

Controller sends the packet to security 

application for policy check. First it parses 

the packet and check if it matches to policy 

specified in firewall. As firewall has a policy 

to block traffic from A to B (A-->B: Block). 

The application enforces a rule through 

controller to drop the packet and controller 

install a flow rule in switch flow table to 

drop all the incoming traffic from Host A to 

Host B. This is how i can block and allow 

flow in openflow through a security 

application. It means through this app a 

switch can work like a firewall i.e. 

technology allows us to decide the functions 

of a switch. As a result additional security 

devices are not required in SDN as security 

services can be enabled within the devices. 

In traditional network another problem is 

placement of firewall for optimized 

coverage of security services. But it has 

been nullified as any device in the network 

can be turned into a security device. 

IV CONCLUSION 

i created four use cases and presented a 

tabular discussion of several attack 

parameters and their countermeasures to 

identify SDN security issues.I used the same 

use cases from the traditional network after 

identifying the security issues for a 

comparison of risk and security technology 

in both networks.Comparative research has 

led researchers to the conclusion that SDN 

has provided traditional networks with new 
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attack surfaces.SDN, on the other hand, 

gives you more control over the network, 

automation, and flexibility than traditional 

networks do.However, security solutions 

have been presented to address SDN 

security issues, including protection from 

malicious applications, protection of the data 

plane, protection from DoS attacks by data 

plane switches, and protection of the 

controller.Ryu controller and mininet 

network emulator are included in the 

framework that has been presented for the 

development of an SDN security application 

based on analysis.A proposed security 

model that is based on recent research and 

threat model analysis has been presented to 

provide insights for improving 

security.Furthermore, research into SDN 

security is still in its infancy, and there is 

still much to be done.I can find superior 

SDN networks that will be significantly 

more secure than traditional networks by 

developing novel security techniques and 

expanding on previous research to address 

known issues. 
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